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ABSTRACT

For the purpose of eventually determining how population dis~

tributions of .44S c*in the E~J plane affect resultinp isomer ratios

in 44S C , we have measured excitation functions and isomer ratios in

the ~eaction 41K(6Li,p2n)44Scm,44Sca. Preliminary results seem to

indicate, as expected~ a very weak compound nucleus reaction comnonent

of the reaction cross section.

1. INTRODUCTION

For some time there has been an interest developinq in the

subject of how average spins and excitation eneroies of oopulations

resulting from nuclear heavy ion reactions affect the isomer ratios.

of certain nuclides in a given decay chain. In a previous reoort. l

isomer ratios in 44S C resulting from the 41K{a,n) and 29Si(180,p2n)

This was possible because re"ions that pave common isomer ratios were

ide nt i fie dan d II rna pped" 0 ntot he ave r aq e ex c i ·t at ion en ero'y - ave r aqe
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angular momentum plane (E>-(J) plane).

Some mapping was also attempted beyond the ~~Sc* region and into

that of its precursors, ~5SC* and ~7Ti*. Although nothin9 close to

a complete map was made, regions in ~7Ti* that yielded common isomer

ratios in ~~Sc were identified.

The purpose of this work is to determine additional points in

the (E)-(J) plane for low values of the average angular momentum in

~~Sc* that will result in corresoondi~q ~~Sc isomer ratios. Although

the technique of theoretically generating populations in the (E)-(J)

plane could be used for the purpose of calculating resulting isomer

ratios, it is important to relate both excitation functions and isomer

ratios to experimental results wherever possible. With this in mind,

we have measured excitation functions and isomer ratios or the

reaction 41K(6Li ,p2n)~~Scm,~~scg. The excitation function has been

de t e r min ed for 6Liene r q i e s 0 f 14 . 4, 2 3 . 4, 32 . 0, and 4 1 . 5 ~1 eV, whi 1e

the isomer ratios have been deduced for energies of 14.4, 23.4, 32.0,

37.0,41.5, and 50.0 MeV.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Targets consisting of a 500 llg/cm 2 layer of enriched (99.2%) 41KCl

on a backing of .25 mm Ta were irradiated with as much as a particle

microampere of 6Li at the 88-inch cyclotron. Irradiations were of less

than 30 minutes duration to minimize the amount of indirect formation

of the strongly-fed ground state of ~4SC. At the lowest energies,

the targets were mounted whole in front of Ge(Li) detectors and the

decay rate of the 1157 keV gamma transition arising from the decay of

the ground state was determined as a function of time after bombard-

ment. Decay curve analysis gives an isomer ratio which is independent

of the detector efficiency. With bLi at hiqher eneroies, activation
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of the Ta backing was severe, and chemistry was performed to seoarate

scandium from the other reaction products: The beam spot was dis

solved in 4:1 HF/HN0 3 , the resultant solution was diluted with water,

and 10 mg of La+ 3 was added. Scandium is carried by LaF 3 , which was

filtered on nftrocellulose and mounted for ~ubseQuent counting of the

1157 keY gamma line. Calculations of the isomer ratios took into

account both the feeding of the ground state durinQ bombardment and

the non-unifo~mity of the beam cur~ent, but these corrections were

small. A blank target backing was irradiated at both the highest and

the lowest 6Li energies to ensure that ~~Sc was being made only from

the uKCl layer.

Fig. 1 shows the measured excitation function, and Fig. 2 the

isomer ratio for the reaction 41K(6Li,p2n)~~Scm,~4scg.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although we have not yet compared our results with predictions

made from proper theory, it is clear from Fig. 2 that the isomer

ratio in 44S C increases as a function of bombardino energy. As usual,

this can be explained from the fact that as the 6Li energy increases,

more angular momentum is being brought into the system. If most of

the angular momentum is later taken away by gamma-ray emission, and

only little, on the average, by particle decay, then most of the

initial high angular momentum population will feed the isomeric state,

thereby increasing the isomer ratio. This is just what is observed.

An important question that needs to be answered through oroper

analysis concerns the mechanism by which the initial populations

are generated. In similar systems where 6Li is the projectile, the

reaction mechanism proceeds overwhelmingly through direct reaction

channels. 3 ,4,5,6,7 Since direct reactions are expected to deplete
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high spin populations, we then would expect ~~Sc populations, prior

to most of the gamma-ray decay, to have comparatively lower avera~e

angular momentum populations.

For purposes of illustration, we also show in Fig. 2 the cal

culated isomer ratios for the reaction in question, assuminq that it

proceeds throijgh a compound nucleus mechanism. The methodolo0Y

employed in calculating the isomer ratios is identical to the one

described in Ref. 2~ As we can see, the calculated isomer ratios

increase much more rapidly with energy than the experimental ones,

just as expected from the above qualitative discussion.

We hope to infer the initial energy and an9ular momentum distri

butions in ~~Sc* by accounting oroperly for the direct comoonent in

this reaction. However, from Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. 1 , it is oossible

to make a rough estimate of the populated spin averaaes in ~5SC* for

the regions of energy studied in the reaction ~lK(6Li ,o2n)44S c . Such

spin averages would seem to fall between 3h and 8h. If most of the

reaction populates ~5SC* through the (6Li ,d) channel, the resultino

spin distributions are not expected to differ ~arkedly from those in

44S C*. A set of points in the (E)-(J) olane and correspondinq isomer

ratios have already been found in ~~Sc* from the 41K + 4He reaction

for roughly the same range of average spins. However, since the

average population enerqies are expected to be different in the

(bLi,d) reaction, we hope to be able to maD a new re~ion in the

(E)-(J) plane.

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Division of Nucl. Phys. of the Office of Hiqh Enerqy and Nucl. Phys of
the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract W-7405-ENG-48.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Excitation function for the reaction 41K(6Li,p2n)44Sc.
Error bars not shown where smaller than circle size.
XBL 818-11298

Figure 2. Isomer ratio as a function of 6Li kinetic enerqy for the
reaction 41K(6Li,p2n)44Scm,44Sc9. Solid line is calculated
isomer ratio assuming reaction oroceeds exclusively
through compound nucleus mechanism.
XBL 818-11295
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